
English 

Class IV 

Lesson 6 I want to be a Pilot(Poem)-Book Exercises 

Note: Below given exercises are to be written in the BOOK 

only with a PENCIL.(not to be written in class copy) 

A. Tick T for true and F for False: (page no 63) 

1. The poet wants her neighbours to admire her.- True 

2. She worries that people might laugh at her dreams- 

False 

3. She can wait for long to learn to fly.- False 

4. She finds it difficult to learn airplane words- False 

5. The poet knows a lot about planes.- True 

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct answer from the 

brackets.(page no 63) 

1. The poet is confident of flying in bad weather. 

2. When the poet will soar, her plane will go very 

high. 

3. Earhart would be proud because the poet will whirl. 

4. Barrel rolls and dives are tricks pilots do . 

Q D OMIT 

Page 66  

Circle the words in which O sounds like U. ( Circle words 

are highlighted in GREEN) 

Some     dozen      cop      money    honey   follow    oven    

cover    got       poverty 

 



 

VOCABULARY Page no 66 

1. I am chequered black and white- Chessboard 

2. I can soar high above the clouds- Eagle 

3. I can whirl at top speed- Fan 

4. I give autographs- Filmstar 

5. I come down but never go up- Rain 

Fill in the Blanks (Page no 67) 

1. Will the doctor come to his clinic today? 

I don’t know. I am going to call him. 

2. Will you be able to complete this in half an hour? 

I have to. I am going to a friend’s place after that. 

3. What are you going to do tomorrow? 

I don’t know . I will decide tomorrow. 

4. Will she do this if you ask her? 

I don’t know, but I am going to ask her. 

 

Read these sentences . Punctuate with a semicolon (;) 

where necessary. (page no 68) 

1. The child has had no food ; it was in a bad state. 

2. My mother opened the door ; she was shocked to find 

the cake missing. 

3. I have invited all my friends ; there will be atleast 

fifteen boys. 

4. The farmers lost all the crop ; the government has to 

help them. 

5. I am leaving on the tenth ; Sheela is leaving on the 

eleventh. 

********************************************  


